Abstract: Battery management systems (BMS) are a key element in electric vehicle energy storage systems. The BMS performs several functions concerning to the battery system, its key task being balancing the battery cells. Battery cell unbalancing hampers electric vehicles' performance, with differing individual cell voltages decreasing the battery pack capacity and cell lifetime, leading to the eventual failure of the total battery system. Quite a lot of cell balancing topologies have been proposed, such as shunt resistor, shuttling capacitor, inductor/transformer based and DC energy converters. The shuttling capacitor balancing systems in particular have not been subject to much research efforts however, due to their perceived low balancing speed and high cost. This paper tries to fill this gap by briefly discussing the shuttling capacitor cell balancing topologies, focusing on the single switched capacitor (SSC) cell balancing and proposing a novel procedure to improve the SSC balancing system performance. This leads to a new control strategy for the SSC system that can decrease the balancing system size, cost, balancing time and that can improve the SSC balancing system efficiency.
Introduction
The BMS protects the battery system from damage, predicts and increases battery life, and maintains the battery system in an accurate and reliable operating condition. Battery pack cells' imbalance is a major threat to the battery system life. The BMS performs several tasks such as measuring the system voltage, current and temperature, the cells' state of charge (SoC), state of health (SoH), and remaining useful life (RUL) estimation, protecting the cells, thermal management, controlling the charge/discharge procedure, data acquisition, communication with on-board/off-board modules, monitoring, storing historical data and most importantly task is the cell balancing [1] .
Without the balancing system, the individual cell voltages will drift apart over time. As well as, the usable capacity of the total battery pack will also decrease more quickly during operation that leads to fail the whole battery system [1, 2] .
Quite a lot of cell balancing/equalization methods have been proposed in and reviewed in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The battery balancing topologies can be divided into passive and active balancing; The passive battery balancing methods as proposed in [8, 9] remove the excess energy from the fully charged cell(s) through a passive element, the resistor, until the charges match those of the lower cell(s) in the pack or a charge reference level. The resistor balancing can be either in fixed mode or switched resistor [1] .
The active cell balancing methods remove the charges from higher energy cell(s) and deliver it to lower energy cell(s). Active cell balancing uses different topologies according to the active element for storing the energy such as capacitor and/or inductor component, as well as, the energy converters as . The shuttling capacitor balancing has been subject to research [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Its simple control strategy and high efficiency are offset by a long equalization time and relatively high cost. Shuttling capacitor balancing methods can be classified into four configurations as shown in This paper focuses on the shuttling capacitor balancing topologies, approaching the methodology from different viewpoints, simulating different capacitor base balancing models using MATLAB/Simulink, and comparing between various shuttling capacitor balancing methods based on circuit configuration and simulation results. Finally, it proposes several improvements in the SSC balancing topology to overcome the switched capacitor long equalization time drawback, to decrease the system size and to solve the problem of the flat voltage curve of some types of lithium-ion batteries.
Shuttling Capacitor Cell Balancing Topologies
Shuttling capacitors cell balancing topologies, also known as "Charge Shuttling cells equalization" [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] basically utilize capacitors as external energy storage elements for shuttling the energy between the cells so as to perform the cells' charge balancing. The capacitor shuttling can be categorized into four shuttling configurations: the basic switched capacitor, double-tiered switched capacitor, single switched capacitor and modularized switched capacitor topologies.
Switched Capacitor
The switched capacitor (SC) illustrated in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [10] [11] [12] [13] 18 ] is shown in Figure 2 . It requires n − 1 capacitors and 2n bi-directional switches for balancing n cells. The SC control strategy is very simple because it has only two states, shuttling between the whole cells sequentially, moving the switches frequently from the upper position to the lower position and again to the upper one with a small rest period between each transition and so on.
In addition, it does not need any intelligent control strategy, it can work in both charging and discharging modes (at light load currents) and it operates with high efficiency. The disadvantages of the switched capacitor topology are its relatively long equalization time and its higher cost compared with the switched shunt resistor passive balancing method. 
Double-Tiered Switched Capacitor
The DTSC balancing method given by [14] [15] [16] 18 ] is a derivation of the switched capacitor method. The difference is that, the DTSC uses two capacitor tiers for energy shuttling as shown Figure 3 . As illustrated it needs n capacitors and 2n bi-directional switches for balancing n cells. Having more tiers means more paths between batteries, and thus less impedance for the transport of charge over a particular distance across the pack [14] . The advantage of the double-tiered switched capacitor over the switched capacitor method is that the second capacitor tier reduces the balancing time to more than half. In addition, it can operate in both recharging and discharging with high efficiency.
Single Switched Capacitor
Another derivation of the SC topology, the single switched capacitor (SSC) topology [1, 2, 4, 5, [17] [18] [19] makes use of only one capacitor as shown in Figure 4 . The SSC needs a single capacitor and n + 5 bi-directional switches to balance n cells, making it more cost-efficient than SC and DTSC. A relatively simple control strategy is always used, where the controller selects the high and low energy cells and controls the corresponding switches for shuttling the energy between them. However, more advanced control strategies can be used for increasing the balancing speed, which will be discussed later in the proposed control strategy. Generally the capacitor balancing used for balance more than 4 cells because of its size and cost. For sure if the capacitor is used for balancing 4 cells or less (n ≠ 1) the SC will have fewer switches as mentioned in Table 1 . But for more than 5 cells the SSC will have less switches than the SC system. 
Modularized Switched Capacitor
Modularized switched capacitor (MSC) is another topology utilizing the shuttling capacitor method. It is based on battery pack modularization [19] as shown in Figure 5 , dividing the battery pack into groups or modules. Figure 5 . Modularized switched capacitor cell balancing [19] .
Inside each module a separate equalization system deals with individual cells, whileas another equalization system operates on module level. This reduces the balancing time but increases the number of capacitors and the switches (n − 1 capacitor low voltage, 1 capacitor high voltage and 2n + 4 bi-directional switches to balance n cells). The main drawback of the MSC is that, increasing the number of switches and capacitors will increase the losses and balancing system cost significantly.
Shuttling Capacitors Balancing Topologies Simulation
MATLAB/Simulink has become the leading software for modeling and simulating dynamic systems. In this paper it is used for simulating the shuttling capacitor balancing topologies. As a first step, the individual battery cells are simulated. Four lithium polymer (Li-Po) batteries have been tested and their models' parameters estimated according to [22, 23] . The chosen battery model was proposed by the "Extended Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles (EPNGV)" [24] . This battery model features SoC, SoH and cycle number prediction, variable parameters in function of SoC, temperature and cycle number with a real parameters variation between the pack cells.
The shuttling capacitors battery balancing methods (SC, DTSC and SSC) have been simulated using Simulink with the suitable control systems and no load current. Four 12 Ah lithium-ion cells are used for the simulation comparison, with initial SoCs of 87%, 85%, 78% and 76% respectively, with a 2%, 7% and 2% state of charge (SoC) difference between the two neighboring cells, means that the higher SoC difference is 11% or 1.32 Ah. As well as, the variation in the batteries models' parameters have been utilized. The balancing considered to be occurred if the maximum SoC difference between the cells is 5% (0.6 Ah).
MOSFET switches are used in the simulation. They have an internal on-resistor, diode forward resistor of 15, 10 milliohm respectively and the diode forward voltage is 0.05 V. The MOSFETs snubber circuits are 50 KΩ and 250 nF.
The capacitors are used for SC and DTSC have a capacity of 33 mF with ESR of 25 mΩ. For the SSC the capacitor used has a capacity of 100 mF with ESR of 20 mΩ. The switching frequency (F) will be 200 Hz with a duty cycle (D) of 45%.
Figures 6-8 illustrate the shuttling capacitors topologies simulations results such as: the cells' voltages, SoCs, and currents, as well as, the cells' energy content. In some cases one of the capacitor's voltage and current will be shown as well.
The energy losses during the balancing process in Wh can be calculated from the subtraction of the cells' energies summation at start (beginning of the balancing process) and at the end (cell balancing has occurred).
Switched capacitor balancing simulation results is shown in Figure 6 , double-tiered switched capacitor balancing simulation results are shown in Figure 7 , and the single switched capacitor simulation results are illustrated in Figure 8 . Figure 6 shows the SC balancing topology simulation results. It is clear that for an 11% SoC difference between the higher and lower cells, a very long time is needed for complete balancing. In addition, the low balancing current during the final balancing phase (due to the lower voltage differences) leads to a further increase of the balancing time. It took long equalization time about 4 hours and even more. However, energy losses (about 125 mWh during balancing) are much lower than with the switched resistor passive balancing system. Figure 7 presents the DTSC balancing topology simulation results. As in the SC balancing system the balancing currents decrease along the balancing process. The balancing time is lower than for the SC because of the extra capacitor tier but it is still relatively long at about 1.7 hours. Just like the SC, the DTSC has high efficiency (about 105 mWh loss during balancing). Figure 8 illustrates the single switched capacitor balancing topology simulation results. The low currents during the final balancing phase lead to a balancing time nearly of 3.4 hours, which can be decreased through the use of a more intelligent control strategy. The SSC has more efficiency than the SC and the DTSC (during balancing it loss about 110 mWh).
As an initial conclusion from the previous circuits and the simulation results it is clear that;
• The SSC has only one capacitor and less switches while the MSC balancing method utilizes more capacitors and switches than the traditional SC and DTSC balancing methods.
• Both SC and DTSC have a straightforward control strategy, on the contrary, the SSC and MSC need a relatively complex control.
• The SC and DTSC methods with a simple control strategy have a long final balancing time and have a great problem that, when the SoC difference between the cells is small, as well as, the voltage difference, the equalization current becomes smaller. That will increase the equalization time significantly.
• Compared to the SC method, the DTSC has one more capacitor, however it decreases the balancing speed up to 42%, some times more, of the normal SC. 
Single Switched Capacitor Control Strategy
Single switched capacitor cell balancing can optimize its performance by using a more efficient control strategy, reducing the capacitor size, the system cost, and the balancing time. The idea is to maximize the shuttling energy transfers between the cells, and minimizing the capacitor size and the balancing time. This will be done by intelligently controlling the switches after extracting the energy cost function(s).
Conventionally the control of the SSC is based on selecting the high voltage, cell and low voltage cell and shuttling the energy from the higher cell into the lower one. The switch control can be classically performed using a fixed frequency (F) and duty cycle (D) that controls the switched capacitor equivalent resistance R equ , presented in Equation (1) as a general case [25, 26] . For normal duty cycle control, typically T is fixed, and D 1 and D 2 are both set close to 50%. The resistances are nearly equal as well, so that τ 1 and τ 2 are nearly equal to (ESR + R Cell ) * C. In this method a low equivalent resistance is paramount for effective equalization given by [25] as shown in Equation (1):
This will not be very effectively when the voltage difference between the cells is small, when the equalization current becomes smaller and the equalization time will increase significantly.
SSC Proposed Control Strategy
The "high charge cell-capacitor-low charge cell" energy shuttling is a function of the capacitor value (C), switching frequency (F), series equivalent resistor (R Seq ), voltage different between the unbalanced cells (V diff ) and finally the duty cycle, on-period, (D). The proposed SSC balancing strategy will be based on adapting these factors as described later.
Starting from the capacitor voltage during charging with an initial voltage V i and final voltage V f as shown in the first part of Figure 9 , it can be expressed as in Equation (2), and the corresponding capacitor current can be formulated as Equation (3). These equations will be used for extracting the switched capacitor shuttling energy between the two cells. There are some assumptions concerning the transferred energy function. Firstly, the capacitor will switch from the lower charge cell with a voltage of V i and connect to the higher charge cell with V f voltage. Secondly, the cells' internal resistance is equal, so that the series equivalent resistor (R Seq ) of the switched capacitor circuit will be the sum of the capacitor ESR and one cell internal resistor and the time constant τ is equal to (ESR + R cell )*C or R Seq .C. Thirdly, the SSC energy is calculated during one charging period only, so that time integration will be from zero to one duty cycle DT.
Equation (4) gives the energy transferred from the higher charge cell to the capacitor during the period D 1 T or DT in Ws/pulse. This energy is a function of the capacitor value C, switching frequency F, cells voltages, voltages difference V diff , series equivalent resistor R Seq , and duty cycle D. The number of pulses (e.g., in one hour) should be added into the charging energy (Ws/pulse) in Equation (4) to be in Wh/h as in Equation (5). This is shown in Figure 10 : the top part shows the transferred energy in Ws/pulse and it has a "reverse" relation with the switching frequency. While the bottom part shows the transferred energy in Wh/h and it has a "direct" relation with the switching frequency. 
The capacitor transferred energy during one discharge pulse can be calculated from the capacitor discharge voltage and current as given in Equation (6) 
Figures 11-14 show the different relations between the charging energy as in Equation (5) 
SSC Strategy Proceeding
The proposed control strategy for the SSC balancing can be summarized in the following steps:
1. Extracting the function of the transferred energy between the cells and the capacitor [see Equation (5) ]. This function can be easily maximized for transferred energy, but has to take into account the five premonition variables (C, F, V diff , R Seq and D). 2. Selecting the optimal capacitor value (minimum) by maximizing the energy function with respect to the capacitor value at different switching frequencies. The transferred energy will be a function of (C, F), with any arbitrary V diff and D because the latter two parameters will vary during balancing periods. 6. The big challenge of using the shuttling capacitor topologies with Li-ion batteries is their nearly flat voltage during the discharge curves shown in Figure 16 . This is particularly the case for lithium iron phosphate batteries. A 10 mV difference is nearly equal 10% SoC in the flat region for the Li-ion batteries compared with 20 mV per 10% SoC for the lead-acid batteries. In addition, one has to consider the voltage drops in the switches, so the capacitor balancing will have difficulties to equalize the cells with a very small voltage difference. The solution of this problem is done by boosting the capacitor voltage in the period between the charging and discharging pulses (at the rest period) to increase the capacitor voltage a little higher than the high charge cell before connecting the capacitor to the low charge cell.
The capacitor voltage boosting can be achieved by using one small isolated dc-dc converter (MEE3S1205SC) as shown in Figure 17 . The capacitor voltage at the small boosting pulse is controlled using a microcontroller, which controls the small pulse width to adjust the capacitor boosting voltage. Figure 17 . SSC voltage boosting topology using small isolated dc-dc converter. Figure 18 shows the capacitor voltage experimentally when applying the boosting technique; at the first period, the capacitor is connected to the higher cell (capacitor charging) then it is connecting to the small dc-dc converter (capacitor boosting) and finally the capacitor is connected to the lower cell (capacitor discharging) with inter-between rest periods, and so on. 7. Some protective steps are necessary for experimental prototype implementation: a. When the balancing starts, and if the capacitor voltage is lower than the low charge cell voltage, the capacitor must be switched first to the lower voltage cell in order to prevent high capacitor charging current. Another solution to avoid high balancing current can be done by controlling the duty cycle, which can easily control the switched capacitor balancing current, as shown in Figure 15 . b. The other limitation is the upper limit of the switching frequency, for reasons such as the manufacturer-recommended maximum operating frequency or the response time of the battery [27, 28] . In other words, how many milliseconds are needed for the battery to reach its final voltage when applying a step current pulse. In addition the cells impedance will be increased at high frequency, leading to more losses and voltage drops.
Proposed SSC Balancing Simulation
The previous example of four 12 Ah lithium-ion cells is simulated with the proposed SSC balancing system to validate the proposed control strategy. The cells initial SoCs are 87, 85, 78 and 76%, means that the higher SoC difference is 11% or 1.32 Ah. Figure 19 illustrates the proposed single switched capacitor balancing topology simulation results. The figure presents the cells and the capacitor voltages, cells SoCs, cells currents, cells energies, cells energies summation and the auxiliary battery energy. As shown in Figure 19 , the balancing time is nearly of 3.3 hours. The proposed SSC has high efficiency where during balancing it loss about 115 mWh. The proposed SSC balancing system reaches balance after 3.3 hours, compare with the normal SSC balancing system (3.4 hours). The system gives an efficiency of 99% (cells energies at end/cells energies at start). 
Experimental Prototype and Experimental Results
This section describes the experimental implementation of the proposed SSC balancing system and the experimental results.
Experimental Prototype
The prototype consists of two cells in series rated 2.3 Ah and 3.3 V. The SSC is used to achieve the system balancing with and without the proposed SSC balancing system. The SSC balancing control circuits are simulated by using Proteus/ISIS ® simulation program. The simulation using the ISIS program is the primary step to implement the experimental prototype. This simulation model can investigate the proposed control strategy by using the microcontroller. The ISIS program also allows to generate the circuit PCB.
The circuit elements marked by 1-16 will be mentioned in point 4.
The circuit of can be divided into four parts as shown in Figure 20 . In addition, the experimental implementation of the SSC circuit is shown in Figure 21 .
The circuit consists of four parts which are given as follows:
1. The SSC main circuit including the cells connectors, the switches matrix, the capacitor and the boosting circuit.
• The first part of the SSC circuits contains the balancing capacitor series with current sensing resistor, main switches, protection fuses and the module's cells' connectors (see Figure 17 ).
• The bidirectional switches are implemented by using two anti-series "IRFB3806PBF" MOSFETs.
• The experimental tests are performed with 22 mF with maximum ESRs of 65 mΩ.
• The isolated boosting dc/dc converter "MEE3S1205SC" has an input/output voltage rating of 12/5 V and 0.6 A output current (3W).
The switches isolation optocouplers and driving circuit.
• This circuit provides the isolation between the control circuit (microcontroller) and the power circuits (switches). The implementation of the switches isolation driver-circuit is performed by using TLP250 optocoupler, having a turn-on time of 0.5 μs.
• One converter for each bidirectional switch is implemented to insure the full isolation between the power circuit elements.
3. Power supply circuit, sensors (such as current, voltage temperature sensors).
• The power circuit is supplied from the auxiliary battery through a 7812 voltage regulator. Then two MEE3S1215SC (12/15V, 3W) isolated converters are implemented to have ±15 V sources.
• The SSC balancing current is measured through of 10 mΩ resistor serially connected to the capacitor.
• The cells' voltages are measured by using a differential method. A high precision operational amplifier "OPA4277PA", with four op-amps inside, is used for this purpose and its outputs are connected directly to microcontroller's ADC.
• Temperature sensor is illustrated using the thermometer "LM35DT". They are four connectors to measure the four cells' temperatures in the circuit.
• The fan power supply utilizes a 12 V (7812) voltage regulator. The fan speed is controlled by PWM output from the microcontroller.
The microcontroller circuit
• The microcontroller "PIC18F4550", which is used for controlling purpose technique with 20 MHz crystal.
• An additional high speed analog multiplexer/demultiplexer "74HC4051", is used for future analog reading. The SSC circuit which is shown in Figure 21 Figure 21 . SSC circuit PCB prototype.
Experimental Results
Experimental results are obtained from two tests, which are carried out on two series LFP cells rated 2.3 Ah and 3.3 V. In these tests, the cells are balanced by using the SSC balancing system without and with the proposed balancing technique. The two 2. The results of test no. 1 is shown in Figure 22 and test no. 2 in Figure 23 . As mentioned before, at the starting of balancing the cells voltages were 3.288 and 3.212 V (V diff. = 76 mV) and the SoCs were 35% and 11.3% (SoC difference is 23.7% or 545 mAh) and the SoC summation was 46.3% (this is used as an indication to the total charges in the cells). Table 2 summarizes the previous experimental testing results. In addition, this table is followed by the description and the conclusions of the above tests' Figures. From Table 2 it is easy to conclude the following:
• As can be seen in test no. 1: the minimum voltage difference, which can be obtained is 4 mV. This voltage is obtained after 20 hours and still constant (4 mV) and remains constant till 24 hours of test. In addition, this Li-ion flat voltage region gives SoC difference around 8% according to the voltage difference (4 mV).
• The proposed SSC's control topology test no. • Comparing the two tests with the same capacitor value and the switching frequency. For the same final voltage differences (4 mV) the proposed SSC balancing system (second test) reach it after 14 hours and the normal SSC balancing (first test) reach it after 20 hours. That means the proposed SSC balancing reduces the balancing time by 30%.
Conclusions
Cell balancing is a key task of the battery management system. It increases battery pack lifetime, the safety of the battery system, as well as optimizing the whole battery pack capacity. Shuttling capacitor battery balancing topologies (SC, DTSC, SSC and MSC) have been reviewed and simulated with the aid of MATLAB/Simulink ® . A comparative study between these topologies has been performed including: simulation results, circuits' description, implementations, balancing speed. The single switched capacitors balancing method has been discussed in detail.
A novel control strategy for the SSC balancing system has been proposed. The advantages of the proposed control strategy are: reducing the system size, cost as well as the balancing time. This is done by maximizing the energy transfer between the cell(s) and the capacitor. Furthermore, the SSC (or the shuttling capacitor) balancing with the Li-ion cells' flat voltage problem has been solved.
The simulation and experimental results prove the validity of the extracted transferred energy function, as well as, the proposed technique to control the SSC balancing systems.
The proposed balancing system SSC gives good results during the system simulation and experimental tests. The proposed balancing system reduces the balancing time by 30%. Furthermore, it gives very small voltage difference (1 mV).
